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News Release 
 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Thermo King Launches Two New T-Series Truck Units with Reciprocating Compressors 

Minneapolis, May 4, 2010 – Thermo King announced today the launch of the latest units in the all-new T-
Series line of temperature control units for straight trucks: the T-600R and the T-800R. 
 
These new units feature Thermo King proven reciprocating compressor technology, which delivers several key 
customer benefits such as efficient operation and field-repairable design. T-Series units also include increased 
capacity over previous models, industry leading high ambient temperature operation and the TSR-2 control 
system with its leading diagnostic capabilities. 
 
In addition, the units feature fuel saving technology and a lower life cycle cost using the SmartPowerTM electric 
standby option, which cuts fuel use and emissions by allowing the unit to operate on electric power while at the 
dock. 
 
“All T-Series units are designed to address critical fleet issues like temperature management, fuel consumption 
and life cycle costs,” said Scott Bates, truck product manager at Thermo King. “The T-600R and T-800R 
deliver leading performance in these key areas.” 
 
The T-600R and T-800R are part of the complete line of T-Series units, which include the T-600, T-800 and T-
1000 units with scroll compressors, the T-1000 SPECTRUMTM multi-temp unit, and the T-500R and T-1000R 
reciprocating compressor units, which will be launched later this year. Customers can see their local Thermo 
King dealer for more information on the entire T-Series lineup. 
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Thermo King Corp. 
Thermo King Corp., a business of Ingersoll Rand - the world leader in creating and sustaining safe, comfortable and energy efficient 
environments, was founded in 1938 and manufactures transport temperature control systems for a variety of mobile applications, 
including trailers, truck bodies, buses, shipboard containers and railway cars. The company operates 10 manufacturing facilities and 17 
parts distribution centers worldwide. Sales and service is provided by a global dealer network of 865 independently owned companies 
in 75 countries. For more information, access the Thermo King web site at www.thermoking.com. 
 
Reporters may contact: Joan Schimml, (651) 407-3897, joan.schimml@trane.com. 
 
 

 


